
The history starts 
with Sensibo Sky



Sensibo sky

Sensibo Sky, allows you to control your AC, and air 
to air heating pump’s via the app. 

The hub is a Wi-Fi to IR unit, that lets you set your 
preferences in the app. 

Sold in great numbers worldwide.

Enjoy your peace of mind, wherever you are.

Supports any air conditioner or heat pump with a remote control.



Dressed in black and white

Sensibo has over 2 500, 5-star 
reviews on Amazon. 

With over 20 000 units sold in 
Scandinavia, making it a popular 
choice for homeowners.

Sensibo has grown with the Air 
to Air heating market over the last 
decade. There are now options 
for snow guards or customized 
heating schedules to meet 
Scandinavians’ specific needs.



Sensibo Air works with your smart home

Sensibo Air is a full-featured IR to Wi-Fi remote control. You can 
adjust the thermostat to lower the heat by 3 degrees when no 
one is home, or during the night.  

Considering the ever-increasing power bills, this is a must-have 
for 2021. Sensibo Air is already integrated into your smarthome 
via Apple HomeKit, Google Home, and Amazon Alexa.



Sensibo Air with Sensor

If you are looking for a professional heating or cooling 
system, the Sensibo Air with sensor is the perfect choice. 
By using the sensor, you can set a target temperature, 
stop or start the machine if movement is detected.

Three AAA batteries are required to power the sensor, 
which measures temperature, humidity, and movement.



Sensibo Pure Air Cleaner

Sensibo Pure, cleans the air in your home. Pure 
uses HEPA filters and Pure boost and will remove 
airborne viruses particles, smaller than 0,1UM.

New filters can be bought on the side, but 
the filters included will last up to 1 year. 
The Sensibo Pures is can be used via the 
app or via the buttons on the unit. 

Sensibo Pure works with Apple HomeKit, 
Google Home or Amazon Alexa.



Sensibo AirQ

With this new unit, you’ll be able to do everything you’re 
used to from Sensibo, but you’ll also be able to measure 
air quality as well as VOC, CO & CO2 levels, among others. 

The AirQ is compatible with Smarthome systems such as 
Apple HomeKit, Google Home, and Amazon Alexa.



Sensibo AirQ Filters

Sensibo AirQ Filters is a perfect blend of knowledge and 
innovation. The partnership between InEX and Sensibo is 
the most innovative thinking that has ever happened to 
air heating pumps and air condition.

Simply stick the AirQ filter on top of your old filters and, 
now your old air heating pump/AC is also an air purifier.

EU Test Certificate can be sent in PDF format.



Sensibo AirQ Filters + Control unit

Stand alone or stand together

The word brilliant is a big word, and you shouldn’t overuse it, but in 
this case, we don’t hesitate to use it.

The Sensibo AirQ Filters and control unit allow your heating pump 
to start cleaning the air automatically. If high levels of polluted air 
are detected, your unit can automatically start your fan. When you 
need to clean the air, you can turn the heating pump/AC on when 
the filters are used as a stand-alone product.

EU Test Certificate can be sent in PDF format.



Assortment 2021

Sensibo Pure Sensibo Air Sensibo SkySensibo AirQ



New Arrivals

Sensibo Sensor Sensibo Air stand alone Sensibo AirQ Filters Sensibo AirQ
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